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NEW STOCK ANNOUNCEMENT
The sensational

STEFAAN LAMBRECHTS, BERLAAR
We are very pleased to

announce that we have now at

stock 50 direct from all the

principal breeders at the lofts of

Stefaan Lambrechts, Berlaar.
They are arguably the hottest

sprint family of pigeons to

emerge from Belgium in recent

times. Such has been the

demand the Stefaan

lambrechts’ loft is now sold out

until 2018.

Many leading fanciers have

already witnessed the sheer

quality and ultimately the ability

of these sensational pigeons

including for instance the loft of

Eijerkamp, who have purchased

a complete round of youngsters

for the last three seasons. Such

has been the success of the

Stefaan lambrecht pigeons

within their racing teams, with no less than 6 x 1st and 8 x 2nd with upwards of 3,300 pigeons competing, plus

many more prizes.

WILLIAM de BRUIJN also has enjoyed success over recent times with these lambrechts including 1st Nijvel,

28,875 pigeons, 1st Pommeroeul, 13,146 pigeons, 1st duffel, 5,229 pigeons plus much, much more.

The famous HERMAN POUW, yet another to win, he finished 2nd from laon with one also winning a new car,

finished 2nd from Nantes with 21,178 pigeons competing, topped the result from Morlincourt and Nijvel with

2,196 and 3,049 pigeons competing respectively.

Also the team of POELSTRA & ZONEN have had multiple winners over recent seasons – the list is endless and
is guaranteed to increase in the coming seasons.

We at the Gibb & Byrne Stud are extremely optimistic and hugely confident that these Stefaan

Lambrechts will leave their mark on the Irish and UK racing scene for many seasons to come.

For all enquiries please contact:

Tel: Ian Gibb 028 9030 7857 or 07793 069014;
Peter Gibb 07841 192455; Henry Byrne 00353 868153986
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